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Collaboration and Innovation: 
NNLM’s Nationwide Online 
Wikipedia Edit-a-Thon
Program
Ann Glusker / glusker@berkeley.edu
WITH:
Elaina Vitale / ejv@pitt.edu
Franda Liu / franda.liu@nih.gov
Stacy Brody / stacy.brody@nih.gov
NATIONAL NETWORK OF LIBRARIES OF MEDICINE (NNLM.GOV)
Eight Health Sciences Libraries 
each function as the Regional 
Medical Library (RML) for their 
respective region. 
The RMLs coordinate the 
operation of a Network of 
Libraries and other organizations 
to carry out regional and 
national programs. 
NNLM offers: funding, training, 
community outreach, partnerships 
to increase health awareness and 




 Focus on a topic area
 Include an opening talk 
 Include instruction on and support for 
editing
 Participants are provided with 
suggestions of pages to edit
But what if they need to be national in 
scope?
#CITENLM2018 EDIT-A-THONS 
NLM is actively engaged in reaching a major strategic goal to “reach more 
people in more ways through enhanced dissemination and engagement 
pathways.”  The NNLM is the outreach arm of the NLM, charged with
 Improving the use of NLM resources 
 Engaging NNLM members
 Utilizing librarian research skills 
What better way to do this than to collaborate to:
 Make Wikipedia a better, evidence-based resource!
 (Librarians haven’t always been on board with Wikipedia as a resource)
ROUND 1: FIRST EDIT-A-THON
•Formed the project planning group
•Talked to the Wikipedia medical community about their needs (WikiProject: 
Medicine)
•The choice of topic: rare diseases
•NLM tools - Genetics Home Reference, MedlinePlus, PubMed, and NIH’s Genetic 




•1 hour training for network members with Dr. 
James Heilman, a physician and active 
WikiProject editor
•Training organized March 19, held March 29
•67 attended, recording viewed 127 times
URL for recording 
PROJECT PAGE AND DASHBOARD






Link to WikiProject Medicine’s Doc James training
Event information
WebEx details and schedule
Citation editing basics
Resources (including a section for teachers)
Information about the dashboard






Edit-a-thon statistics (automatically updated)
General information
In the weeks before the event, a timeline with tasks
Event details
Much more information in tabs, showing edit histories
PROJECT PAGE
ON THE DAY
•WebEx room staffed from 9 AM until 9PM EDT (6 PM PDT, 5 
PM AKDT, 4 PM HDT)
•Support and information available from NNLM coordinators
•2 hour shifts, handled by different NNLM regions
•Each started with pre-recorded welcome video from NNCO, 
and overview
•Live editing with narration, and online chat with participants
•Final slot featured OCLC Wikipedian-in-Residence Monika 
Sengul-Jones
•Hashtag helped with collecting information about edits, and 
social media activity
As of March 23, 2018
DASHBOARD RESULTS
EVALUATION/LESSONS LEARNED
•It can be difficult to capture/measure impact for edit-a-thons; think through goals 
and evaluation as part of planning
•Statistics from the dashboard (only registrants—how to capture non-registrants?)
•Asked editors to put #citenlm2018 in edit summary
•Twitter feed showed some user engagement
•Fewer than expected joined WebEx sessions
•Participants mainly from library community, reflecting marketing
•Helpful to have two hosts at a time 
•Importance of hands-on experience of editing for ongoing Wikipedia involvement









• 3 sessions, each hosted by two NNLM staff:
o The world of Wikipedia, why to edit it, and overview
o Create an account, start editing
o NLM resources for use in improving articles
• 30 minutes each
• Started early! (the month before)
• Recordings posted and available








BROADER TOPIC OFFERS MORE SCOPE !
[From the project page]
“Finding a Women's Health Topic
With so many woman's health-related topics, how do you 
choose? Wikipedia has a quality scale. C-class, Start-
class, and Stub-class articles will probably be the easiest 
to revise. You can find descriptions of all the different 
classes here. [Here] is a tabulation of all the articles by 




WHAT NEXT? ENTER STACY BRODY!
•NLM Associate Fellow 2018-2019     
(1 year residential educational and 
leadership experience)
•Asked to help us regroup and take the 
program to the next level
•Assessed from multiple perspectives—
30,000 feet as well as on the ground!
THOUGHTFUL, ANALYTICAL, ORGANIZED APPROACH
ROAD MAPS MAKE IT EASY TO PLAN
Spreadsheet tabs: Useful lists of tasks, nothing got missed, many ideas generated
ORGANIZATIONAL TOOLS
While our team initially 
saw the Gantt charts as 
most effective, Stacy 
also created a Trello 
board as an additional 
option
Other teams may use 
Basecamp, Evernote, 
Google Drives, and 
other tools– whatever 








coming in May, a 

















ROUND 3: THIRD EDIT-A-THON
Third NNLM edit-a-thon will be held at the Medical Library Association’s 2019 
conference in May in Chicago; online participation will be supported and 
encouraged! The topic is ELEVATING HEALTH EQUITY
OTHER FUTURE PLANS
•Enhance promotion via Twitter, Facebook, Network communication
•Join and be active in Wikipedia communities
•Involve NIH Institutes
•Collaborate with health care practitioners (one idea: video testimonials of physicians 
who treat people with rare diseases and impact on patients on having information)




Wikipedia + Libraries public 
Facebook group
Wikimedia Foundation and 
Merrillee Proffitt’s book 











--Wikipedia encyclopedias on a shelf. Photo by Victor Grigas, freely licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0
--Screenshot of https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edit-a-thon
CONTACT US!
Ann Glusker / glusker@berkeley.edu
Elaina Vitale / ejv@pitt.edu
Franda Liu / franda.liu@nih.gov
Stacy Brody / stacy.brody@nih.gov
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